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Titanic route map ks2

Almost everyone knows that the RMS Titanic, 'insurmountable', 'insensitable' and the most famous ship of all time, was built and launched in Belfast. On April 2, 1912, thousands of people lined up Belfast Lough to proudly watch Titanic - the new wonder of the world - departed for Southampton from where he would make
his fateful maiden voyage across the wide expanse of the Atlantic Ocean to New York. As it made its way from Southampton, the large ship picked up passengers in France and Ireland before confidently setting a course west for the United States with 2,228 people on board. Less than two days later, on the night of April
14 and as the ship approached Newfoundland, the disaster struck in the form of an iceberg. Irreparably damaged by hitting the iceberg, Titanic slowly sank beneath the frigid waves, taking 1,517 souls with it. With detailed lesson plans, slideshows for each lesson, differentiated activity ideas and a number of printable
worksheets and other resources, these titanic activities are ready to download, teach and enjoy with your KS2 class! #AllARTLessonsinTopic these Titanic art lessons KS2 are a great way to help your class learn more about the Titanic while also developing your artistic skills! Throughout these titanic art classes, your
Year 5 or Year 6 class will have the opportunity to explore how to draw the Titanic using perspective, investigate how color can change the mood of a painting, and create its own 3D models of the Titanic. Each of these three KS2 Titanic art lessons comes fully planned and ready to teach with a detailed lesson plan, a
slideshow for teaching input that explains the artistic techniques needed (as well as interesting background information), differentiated activity ideas and printable resources to support your children as they create their own works of titanic art. #AllCOMPUTINGLessonsinTopic in search of a computer lesson to teach as
part of your multicurricular Titanic theme? We've covered you! In this Year 5 lesson &amp;&amp; Year 6, your class will use spreadsheet software to help them organize, sort, and use data effectively when analyzing information about the Titanic's crew and passengers. The slideshow included for teaching entry explores
the importance of using databases to organize and sort information. Children can create their own databases on the titanic's passengers and crew. Titanic | Computer Science: Titanic Passenger Classification #AllENGLISHLessonsinTopic This Titanic English Planning Package for KS2 Children Your year 5 or Year 6



children to use what they know about the Titanic disaster to explore how different people would have reacted to the disaster. Their class will be put in the shoes of a passenger as they write an account of the character's experiences aboard the Titanic, as well as investigate how the public they have reacted when they
heard the terrible news of the disaster through a newspaper report. This comprehensive series of Titanic English lessons is full of ideas and enough activity resources to extend this topic over several sessions to allow your class to truly master the genres of writing that they will learn with this ready-to-teach work scheme.
#AllGEOGRAPHYLessonsinTopic this titanic geography lesson for KS2 children helps their class use latitude and longitude lines to describe different places that were significant for the first and only voyage of the Titanic. They will learn what latitude and longitude lines are, and explore them in relation to a map of the
world. They can then use what they have learned to help map out important sites for the Titanic. Like each PlanBee lesson, this planning package contains a detailed lesson plan with differentiation, a slideshow for teaching input, and a number of printable resources to support children in their independent learning.
Download this titanic geography lesson ready now to help your KS2 put the Titanic in geographical context. Titanic | Geography: Titanic Route Map #AllHISTORYLessonsinTopic These Titanic KS2 History Lessons Per Year 5 &amp;& amp; Year 6 will give their class a chance to board the most famous ship of the early
20th century as they investigate the story behind the Titanic and its infamous maiden voyage. Each of these six Titanic History lessons will help turn their class into curious historians as they discover the different sources they can use to answer questions they have about the Titanic, its journey, its passengers and its fatal
collision with an iceberg on April 14, 1912. It contains everything you need to offer these Titanic KS2 history lessons, including detailed lesson plans, slideshows for each of the teaching entries, differentiated activity ideas and a range of printable resources to support children in their independent learning activities, this
planning package allows you to simply enjoy exploring the Titanic with your UKS2 class... without having to spend hours of your own time planning! #AllSCIENCELessonsinTopic these Titanic Science lessons to give its KS2 class a fun and practical way to gain greater understanding of the Titanic through practical
scientific research. This series of three Titanic Science lessons explore the density of iceberg, buoyancy and melted ice, all through practical experiments for your children to carry out, giving your class the opportunity to delve even deeper into reasons behind this famous disaster. Each of these Titanic Science lessons
comes ready to teach with an easy-to-follow lesson plan with differentiation to three languages plus an alternative activity, a slideshow for teaching input and a number of printable resources to support their class as they undertake their research. All you need to do is is teach and enjoy! #Lesson1ArtHowtoDrawtheTitanic
taught his KS2 class how to draw the Titanic using perspective in his artworks with this art lesson ready to teach for Year 5 &amp; &amp; Year 6. The included slide show explores what perspective art has and how they can use disappearance points and construction lines to give their drawings a sense of depth. They can
then put these skills to the test as they draw the Titanic using the techniques they have just learned. They can also build a Titanic model from a 3D network and use it to create a challenging perspective photograph! Everything you need to teach this art lesson is included in this lesson package, including a lesson plan,
slide show, differentiated activity ideas and a range of practical printable resources. So, if you want to teach your class how to draw the Titanic, you've come to the right place! Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets Image Cards Clean Templates Challenge Cards #Lesson2ArtColourandMood
Introduce your year 5 or year 6 class to german painter Willy Stöwer and his iconic painting of titanic disaster in this art lesson ready to teach. Your children will have the opportunity to explore how later editions of their work have had color added to them and discuss how this changes the effect and mood of painting. The
included slide show guides your class through some examples and explains how color can affect what a painting portrays. During their independent artistic activities, their class will have the challenge of using what they have learned about color and mood in paintings to recreate Willy Stöwer's iconic painting for
themselves, choosing colors to reflect the mood they want to evoke. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets #Lesson3ArtMakeaTitanicModel Teach Your Class how to make a Titanic model from clay in this KS2 art lesson for Year 5 &amp; &amp; Year 6. The included slide show challenges your class
to think about the features of the Titanic, before demonstrating some practical techniques to use when working with clay. Your class can then try your hand at using these techniques to make your own Titanic model from clay. Alternatively, they can work in groups to make Titanic models from recycled materials. Lesson
Plan Slides Activity Ideas Image Cards Differentiated Instruction Sheet #Lesson4ScienceIcebergDensity In this Titanic Science Lesson for Year 5 and Year 6, your KS2 class will get the chance the different iceberg reasons float and how density affects sinking and floating objects. Take your class's understanding further
by investigating how the amount of salt in a saltwater solution affects water density and can make objects that normally sink, float. This iceberg density lesson comes prepared to teach you with a detailed lesson plan, a for teaching, differentiated activities and a series of printable resources. Lesson Plan Slides Activity
Ideas Differentiated Worksheets Professor points out #Lesson5ScienceTitanicBuoyancy In this Titanic buoyancy lesson for KS2 kids, your class will explore buoyancy and why ships float when a paper clip sinks into water. Your year 5 and year 6 children will investigate the enriched principle, buoyancy and water
displacement as they find an answer to this question. During their independent learning, they can express what they have discovered about buoyancy in relation to the Titanic, as well as conducting practical research on water-tight screen. During the plenary session, they will use what they have learned to explain why the
Titanic sank after an iceberg drilled holes in the side, filling the water hull. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets Teacher notes Instruction cards #Lesson6ScienceMeltingIce Practice planning and running an investigation with your KS2 class as they plan an experiment to find out how salt affects ice
as it melts. Challenge them to use their understanding of solids and liquids to explain what is happening. During the teaching entrance, his class will find out how scientists today measure melting ice sheets and use it as the starting point to consider what can accelerate or slow ice melt. They can choose a research
question to explore through hands-on experiments, making sure to follow scientific processes appropriately as they do so. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Teacher points out differentiated worksheets #Lesson7ComputingSortingTitanicPassengers This titanic computing lesson for KS2 kids will give your class the
opportunity to learn more about Titanic passengers aboard the famous ship as they organize, sort and analyze data about titanic passengers and crew. During the teaching entrance, your class will use information cards with facts about the Titanic passengers and the crew listed, establishing that finding and ordering
information in this format is not the easiest! Then they will keep looking at how spreadsheets can help make this task much simpler and more effective. During their independent activity, they can use card information to create their own spreadsheet for information about 50 Titanic passengers. Lesson Plan Slides Activity
Ideas Passenger Cards travel cards #Lesson8GeographyTitanicRouteMap Plot the Titanic route on #Lesson8GeographyTitanicRouteMap map with its KS2 class, using latitude and longitude lines to describe the location of different places that were significant for voyage of the Titanic. During the slide show included, your
Year 5 or Year 6 class will find out which latitude and longitude lines they are, and how to use coordinates to map out locations on a world map. During their independent learning, their class can use what he learned to identify places of importance for the titanic route and draw them on a map using coordinates. Lesson
Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets #Lesson9EnglishDescriptiveWriting Use this titanic descriptive writing lesson for KS2 to help your class use descriptive language to write a count of passengers' first encounters with the Titanic. During this ready-to-teach lesson, children in Year 5 or Year 6 will use
descriptive language features to create an effect as they describe the first time their character sees the Titanic and the surrounding environment. This full lesson can be taught in a session or can be extended into several lessons to really give your class the opportunity to explore, write and edit your writing more. Either
way, your class will be creating fantastic Titanic descriptive writing in no time! Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Character Sheet Character Cards Picture Letters Image Card Challenge Card Teacher #Lesson10EnglishSuspenseandAction Explore how authors use different writing devices and structures to build and
create tension and suspense in their writing. Discuss different model texts with your class as you choose devices and skills to use in your own writing from the next part of your count. Why not try to extend this lesson into a few more sessions to give your class a chance to actually get to fit in with each of the writing
devices for this chapter? Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Story cards Challenge text cards #Lesson11EnglishChangingMoods Challenge your class to use your learning from the previous two lessons to create a mood swing as events unfold in the final chapter of your stories. Discuss how sentence structure and word
choices can help children as authors create a mood for their readers that matches events that happen to their character as they are rescued from the Titanic disaster. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas History Cards Differentiated Worksheets #Lesson12EnglishTitanicNewsReport In this Titanic News Report KS2 English
Lesson, your Year 5 or Year 6 kids will explore how people around the world learned of the Titanic disaster, and discuss how news reports convey important information. They will then be given the opportunity to analyze a televised news report in order to start planning and writing their own script for a Titanic news report,
as if the technology was available at this time. This Titanic News Report's ready-to-teach provides everything you need to challenge your class to create your own televised Titanic news reports, including a detailed lesson plan, a slideshow for teaching input, differentiated activity ideas and a range of printable resources
to support your children while writing their scripts. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets Information Sheets Audience Cards Launch your class plans while recording their titanic news broadcast as a televised or radio report. Challenge them to think about the key differences in these two media and
think about how to make the filming and editing process more efficient using a list of shots. This lesson could be extended over several sessions to give your class a chance to actually get to fit in with the filming and editing of video or sound recordings. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets List of
#Lesson14EnglishTitanicNewspaperReport Radio Cards Download this English lesson from the Titanic KS2 newspaper report to challenge your Year 5 or Year 6 class to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of different news outlets, before turning a script for a televised news report into a written report from the
Titanic newspaper. During the teaching entry (using the slideshow included to guide you and your class through learning), your children will discuss how differences in the audience and the medium of a report can change the way it is written, as well as explore the characteristics of a journal report. Their class has the
challenge of writing their own reports from the Titanic newspaper, based on everything they have learned. You can do this during a session or expand it into multiple sessions to give kids more time to get stuck in their reports. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Text Model Letters of Image Letters quote Differentiated
worksheets Write frame #Lesson15HistoryTitanicTimeline In this titanic chronology KS2 history lesson, your year 5 or year 6 tutorial will be introduced to the history of the Titanic and how the world's largest moving ship at the time became so famous. The presentation of the slideshow for the teaching entrance goes
through the history of the Titanic, learning about the events surrounding its launch, its first voyage and its fatal collision with an iceberg. When children come to do their own job, they will create their own differentiated titanic timelines. There is also the opportunity to work as a class to create a human chronology of the
Titanic, considering how important the different events were. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Titanic Timelines Elicitation Headings Differentiated Worksheets #Lesson16HistoryTitanicSources Explore Titanic Sources of Information with Your KS2 Class in this history lesson prepared for Year 5 and Year 6 children as
they learn how we know about the Titanic and explore the reliability of different sources. The lesson begins by challenging your class to think about all the different sources that could to find out about the Titanic, then go on to explore what the primary and secondary sources are, and the kind of information you can find
out about each. It also helps to consider the accuracy of information from different sources. Then they have the to explore many Titanic sources for themselves, including artifacts, newspaper reports, telegrams, letters, stories and more! They will consider what they can and cannot learn from these sources, and raise
questions for further learning. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets Sources package #Lesson17HistoryInsidetheTitanic Step into passengers' shoes as they venture inside the Titanic and research onboard facilities for the different classes. During the teaching entrance of this titanic KS2 history
lesson, your class will have the opportunity to take a look at what the inside of the Titanic was like, and how the experiences on board were different depending on your class and wealth. During their independent learning, children in Year 5 or Year 6 can conduct further research into what life was like inside the Titanic
using a variety of sources, compiling their findings in various ways. Alternatively, they can read some fictitious letters from passengers aboard the famous ship to create passenger profiles. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets Home Cards Titanic Letters #Lesson18HistoryTitanicPassengers Enter
your class to some of the Titanic's passengers aboard the famous ship in this KS2 history lesson prepared for Year 5 and Year 6. During the teaching entrance, the included slideshow will raise some questions about the Titanic's passengers and how we know about them, before looking in more detail at some famous
Titanic passengers, including Captain Smith, Margaret Brown and Thomas Andrews. They can then continue to conduct their own research on Titanic passengers by themselves, presenting the information as a fact file, social media profile or biography. Alternatively, they can seat hot be different Titanic passengers
based on what they have discovered. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Passenger Cards Differentiated Worksheets #Lesson19HistoryWhoistoblame Inquiry Questions About Who Is To Blame for sinking the Titanic? It allows its kind to explore and investigate the different reasons that were discovered during official
investigations into the sinking of the Titanic. Focusing on the huge and unnecessary loss of life in the disaster, having your class debate about who, or what, was to blame so many people who lose their lives when the Titanic fell apart. This teach-ready lesson comes with a detailed lesson plan with differentiated activity
ideas, a slideshow for teaching input, and a number of printable resources to help your class answer the question, Who is to blame for the sinking of the Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Titanic Cards Differentiated Worksheet #Lesson20HistoryTitanicLegacy Download This History Lesson from Titanic Legacy KS2 for
Year 5 and Year 6 to Explore With Your Class What Changed in Maritime after the sinking of the Titanic. Your class will have the opportunity to look at the different ways in which ships have been made safer for people on board and the measures that were put in place to ensure this type of disaster could be prevented in
the future. Their children will also be asked to reflect on why the changes were made and whether the changes would still have been made if the Titanic had not sunk. The final lesson in this Titanic history series comes prepared to teach with an easy-to-follow lesson plan, a slideshow for teaching input, differentiated
activity ideas and a range of printable resources to support children as they learn about the Titanic's legacy. Lesson Plan Slides Activity Ideas Differentiated Worksheets Change of Unit Questionnaire Free Overview (Medium Term Plan) Download a free overview to support teaching this work scheme. Free Assessment
Grid Downloads a free and editable assessment grid to support your teaching of this work scheme. Curriculum Objectives covered KS2 - use sketchbooks to review and review KS2 ideas - to improve its mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing with a range of KS2 materials - to improve its mastery of art
and design techniques, including painting with a range of KS2 materials - about great artists of KS2 history - select, use and combine a variety of software (including Internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a number of programs, systems and content that achieve the given goals, including
collecting, analyzing, evaluating and presenting KS2 data and information - identify the position and importance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere , southern hemisphere, cancer and capricorn tropics, Arctic and Antarctic circle, prime/greenwich meridian and time zones (including day and night) KS2 - a
study of an aspect or theme in British history that expands pupils' chronological knowledge beyond 1066 Year 5 - report and present the results of consultations - including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of and degree of confidence in the results, in oral and written forms such as screens and other
presentationsYear 6 - planning different types of scientific queries to answer questions, including recognizing and controlling variables when it is necessary to identify the audience for and purpose of writing, selecting the appropriate form and using other similar writings as models for their own selection of appropriate
grammar and vocabulary , understand how these options can change and improve the meaning of narratives, describing the configuration, characters and atmosphere and integrating the dialogue to convey character and advance the action by evaluating the effectiveness of their own writing and writing others proposing
changes in vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to improve effects and clarify the meaning using substantive phrases expanded to complicated information that concisely uses modal verbs or adverbs to indicate degrees of ellipsis of possibility, dash, colon, semipoint, bullet points
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